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Nolan adds a new dimension to its products with the new N-Com B4 Bluetooth system.
The newly developed system optimized for the N104 flip-up helmet offers Intercom
connection with four other riders at a range of around 800 metres. Other features are the
integrated FM radio with RDS-comfort and station recorder as well as a practical system
configuration via PC. The Italian traditional manufacturer Nolan cements its place in the
premium segment of helmet configuration with the innovative B4 system from N-Com
series.
First of all: The key data of the Bluetooth system B4 are convincing, which makes the
Nolan flip-up helmet N104 a top-class communication centre. The B4 combines userfriendliness of the N-Com system with improved speech and sound quality as well as
significantly improved functionality. Thus the communication with other four N-Com
helmet systems is possible up to a distance of about 800 metres - a comfortable advantage
when riding together. Moreover, the telephone connection improves the practical option
of 'conference circuit': In case there is a call on the mobile the rider and pillion rider can
be connected via Bluetooth simultaneously with the caller, if they have a helmet with the
N-Com Bluetooth Kit3 or B4 system. Another highlight of the B4 system is the
integrated FM radio. The RDS and station recorder for six broadcast stations as well as
the high quality B4 speakers offer sound quality and functionality which were till now
available only in car radios. Control of all functions can be done with the simple threebutton logic of the previous N-Com products. For comfortable configuration of the B4
only the PC software 'N-Com Wizard' is required, which can be downloaded free from
www.n-com.it. The B4 can be configured directly from the computer via USB as per
requirement. This way, the basic volume configuration can be regulated via PC, and the
saved radio stations or additional partner helmet systems can also be managed via PC. In
order to optimally use all the functionalities of the system, the 'B4' has a 3.5 mm stereo
jack and a micro-USB connection. Naturally, there is an option available in the B4
system, where equipment such as Mp3 players, navigation systems or PMR/GMRS
radios can be connected via cable to the N-Com system in a classical way. Of course, the
new system, just like its forerunner, is backwards compatible to the previous N-Com
Bluetooth devices. The new N-Com B4 communication system for the Nolan flip-up
helmet N104 is available in specialised stores. The recommended retail price of B4 is
284.95 Euro, which includes the radio and communication module, the battery as well as
all required components such as the stereo speaker or the gooseneck microphone. Similar
to the N-Com systems from Nolan, the B4 is type tested in combination with relevant
helmet as per the requirements of ECE standards 22-05 - a definite plus where safety is
concerned. Info: www.n-com.it

